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Abstract— Android is an open source and fast growing technologies used in tab, mobile devices and Smart phones.
The threats of android attacks are increasing with the popularity of smart phone usage. So the many studies going on
the mobile security. Once the device infected with the malware, the user suffers from various malicious activities.
Malicious activity could be slow response experience of the device; stole the secure information from device, device
can be operated remotely and so on. Much research is going on to analyse the malware behaviour so that malware
can be detected easily. Now a day’s malware behaviour is evolving rapidly so detecting the malware is not an easy task
for the researcher.
In this paper we have provided the novel approach for detecting the malware. Our newly proposed approach is very
effective and fast because it analyses the manifest file of an Android application. Manifest file necessarily present in
every Android Application, which contains essential information about the application. Our proposed method
analyses the manifest file to extract the permission required to run the application. This characteristic of the manifest
file is a very effective parameter for detecting the malware. This method can be easily combined with other
approaches to form a new system which realizes an even more precise detection system.
Keywords— Android, Malware, Manifest.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Smart Phone popularity is increasing day by day & Android is an open source platform so it is wildly used is smart
phone. But open nature of Android platform makes it prime target of attacker. Attacker misuses the openness of Android
platform to spread the malware on the Android device. Numerous researches are still going on for the mobile security.
There are many approaches are found but signature based approach is more effective & popular among them. This paper
is solely based on signature based approach.
Our newly proposed method for malware detection is more effective than other because this method just analyses the
manifest file of Android application. The manifest file must be present for each Android application which contains
essential information about the application. Our proposed method analyses the manifest file for extracting the permission
required to run that application & permission characteristic of manifest file is very effective parameter for detecting the
malware. This approach is very light weighted approach and quick as well.
The main aim of this work is to identify the malicious application on the basis of permissions which are required to
execute the application. This work is an attempt to address the following defined problems:
1.
Simple and effective way to safely execute and analyse applications
2.
Develop a pattern or signature to identify the malicious application.
3.
Determine the malwares very efficient and effective way.
4.
Application should be very light weighted and fast as well.
5.
Signature database can be stored on cloud environment because cloud database should be up-to-date so that
newly found malware can easily detect.
6.
Application should have capability to remove the malwares.
7.
Application should have the provision to kill or stop the running applications.
II.
PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETECTING THE MALWARE
Here we proposed a new approach for detecting Android malware by analysing only manifest files. In this approach
our application only analyses the manifest file data and extracts the required permission section from it, to categorize the
application as benign or malicious. Android applications package is nothing but the zip format package which contains:
manifest file, application programs for Dalvik virtual machine (VM), and application resources.
“AndroidManifest.xml” is a manifest file of application, which must be present in all Android applications. It
describes the name, version, access rights, referenced library files, and other information of the application. Application
programs contains the compiled application program files such as “classes.dex.” this format understandable by the
Dalvik Virtual Machine. Application resources consist of resources used in the application such as images, icons, and
video files [20].
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III.
COMPONENTS
The method used following components for detecting the malware
1.

Extract Installed Application:
This component extracts all the installed application of the device and displays it on the screen. This
component also analyses the installed application’s manifest file and extract below details from it.
A. Screens: Screen or layouts installed by the application.
B. Permission: Permissions created by the application.
C. Permission Requested: Permissions requested by the application.
D. Services: Services used by the application to send or receive the background data.
E. Signature: Authenticate Certificate or signature used by application.
F. Instrumentation: Name of all instrumentation which monitors all the interaction the system has with
application.
G. Receivers: Receive system wide events by the application.
H. Features: Features used by the application.
I. Providers: Data providers used by the application.
J. Preferences: Configuration preferences of the application.

2.

Manage Filter:
This component is used for managing the filters that is signatures on the basis of requested permission of
the application. It allows creating or updating the filters by adding/removing the permissions into the local
signature database. It also allows viewing the permission in the encrypted format. In this work AES algorithm
is used to encrypt or decrypt the signatures.

3.

Cloud database handler:
This component is used to upload or download the database on cloud. In this work the google drive is used
as a cloud for the demo purpose. Also, it added the google play services library and used google drive API to
do all the operations such as database uploading and downloading.
Files in the Google Drive Android API, represented by the DriveFile interface, are specialized resources
with Metadata, a DriveId, and Contents. The binary content of a file is encapsulated in the Contents class
which also contains methods for reading from and writing to the file contents.

4.

Task status finder and Killer:
This component is used for identifying the running application and it also provides the provision to kill or
stop those applications.

5.

Malware Identifier:
This is most important component, used for identifying the safe or malicious application on the basis of
local database signatures. Basically this component matches the signature permissions with the requested
permissions found in the manifest file of the application, if matched, then categorized the application with
different colour codding provided while creating the filters or signatures. This component also categorized
the application on the basis of total number of activities and services contains in the application. Those
categories are
A. Very Light: If application contains less than 5 activities or services.
B. Light: If application contains less than 10 but more than 4 activities or services.
C. Medium: If application contains less than 20 but more than 9 activities or services.
D. Heavy: If application contains less than 30 but more than 19 activities or services.
E. Very Heavy: If application contains more than 29 activities or services.
This component also provides the provision for uninstalling the application.

IV.
ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION FLOW
Android malware is detected by the following steps:
[Step 1]: Start the application to scan all the installed application on your device.
[Step 2]: Find all the android application installed on your device.
[Step 3]: Fetch the one application from installed application list and analyse the android applications manifest file.
[Step 4]: Extract the entire permissions list from the manifest file of that application.
[Step 5]: Compare the extracted permission with the database signatures permissions.
[Step 6]: If permission matches then apply the appropriate colour code of that application according to matched
signature, which means it’s a malware application. Otherwise, don’t apply any colour code to the
application that means it is a benign application. Then go to step 3 for scanning the entire installed
application list.
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Figure 1: Android Malware Detection Flow
V.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This application scans the android device in two phases. In first phase it categorizes the application on the basis of
total number of activities and services contains in the application. This is one of the good parameter to identify the
heavyweight application which consumes the more resources of the device. Following graph shows the category
distribution of sample android device.

Figure 2: Categories Distribution of Installed Apps
In second phase application scans all the installed application and identifies the malware application on the basis of
permissions. This application applies appropriate colour coding to the malware application on the basis of matching
signatures. Following table shows some dangerous permission used in the malware applications.

Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Permission

TABLE I: MALWARE DANGEROUS PERMISSION SET
Description

WRITE_SETTINGS
WRITE_SMS
WRITE_SECURE_SETTING
S
SEND_SMS
BROADCAST_SMS
PROCESS_OUTGOING_CA
LLS
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Allows an application to read or write the system settings.
Allows an application to write SMS messages.
Allows an application to read or write the secure system settings.
Allows an application to send SMS messages.
Allows an application to broadcast an SMS receipt notification.
Allows an application to see the number being dialled during an outgoing call
with the option to redirect the call to a different number or abort the call
altogether.
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7
READ_CALL_LOG
Allows an application to read the user's call log.
8
INTERNET
Allows applications to open network sockets.
9
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STOR
Allows an application to write to external storage.
AGE
10
READ_CONTACTS
Allows an application to read the user's contacts data.
11
READ_SMS
Allows an application to read SMS messages.
12
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATI Allows an app to access approximate location derived from network location
ON
sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi.
13
Allows an app to access precise location from location sources such as GPS,
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
cell towers, and Wi-Fi.
On the basis of above dangerous malware permission this application identifies the malwares application but it also
shows some benign application as malware. So user must be smart enough to decide whether identified application is a
benign or malware while removing the application.
VI.
CONCLUSION
This work proposed a new detection method for Android malware. The main benefit of this method is that it analyses
only manifest files to detect malware. This method is applicable to all Android application because Manifest files are
required in all Android applications. Likewise, the cost of analysing process is very low because manifest analysis
required fewer resources.
The proposed approach analyses only the requested permission of the application to the database so it is very simple
and faster than other. The database signatures are created on the basis of android permissions so the structure of database
very simple as well. This approach is static approach, and to solve the static approach problem this application adapted
the cloud based approach to save the updated signature database. Due to cloud based approach this application can able
to detect the newly find malwares on the basis of updated signature database. This method can be easily combined with
other approaches to form a new system which realize an even more precise detection system.
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